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The care sector
needs failsafe food
transportation, serving,
handling and storing...
n Good food served safely, while nice and hot and at the correct time is
key to a successful meals service for care and nursing homes.
BGL Rieber has been specialising in healthcare and care catering for
decades and the company has a solid reputation for high quality reliable
products supported with a considerate and knowledgeable service.
Rieber’s ermoport Midi-K features an integral heating system that
helps to hold food up to +85degC in each of the stackable boxes, no matter
what the weather is doing outside.
Each box has a capacity of 52 litres and is designed for hot and cold meal
delivery, transport and serving. Available as a top or front loader, heated or
unheated, they are stackable and can be wheeled to their destination.
Optional heavy-duty large castors absorb shock and help users move the
boxes over rough pathways.

BGL Rieber is a major supplier to
Meals on Wheels providers.

Thermoport insulated food transport
systems keep food hot or cold until
required for service.
ermoport individual meal
transport boxes are ideal for special
meals and diets. e boxes feature a
reusable individual portioning
system and are ideal for transporting
meals such as a soup and two side
dishes. is system also uses a
proper porcelain plate and a heated
pellet to ensure reliable temperature
maintenance during transport.
e ermoport 2000U

stainless steel food transporter has
up to 130 litres GN capacity for
delivering hot meals in GN sized
containers, an ideal solution for
satellite kitchens or serveries. It also
comes in an ultra-heavy duty
format.
Rieber is also the world’s largest
maker of GN containers. Ask us for
information on our range of useful
anti-spill lids.

n Rieber is a specialist in

Foodservice
trolleys and
regeneration
systems
ideal for the
care sector

heated, refrigerated and
ambient foodservice
trolleys and in regeneration
systems.
e Norm trolley
delivers meals in bulk GN
containers or can transport
plated meals. “It is so
manoeuvrable; you can spin
it on the spot and it only
takes one person to push it,”
said St Elizabeth Hospice,
Ipswich, Head Chef Graham
Reid. “Some of the ladies
who serve the meals are quite
small and the Norm is easy
for them to handle.”

Tray trolleys
Some care providers prefer to serve meals using tray
systems, Rieber provides a number of solutions:
•
•

•

Rieber tray trolleys for hot or cold food

e Rieber TWF Tray Trolley available in heated and
chilled format.
e Rieber Regiostation RST-1 meal regeneration trolley
has individual compartments for plate warming and
regeneration with a ‘neutral’ compartment for cutlery,
bread rolls etc. Controls include 7-day menu programming.
e Unitray series can distribute hot and cold food at the
same time on a single tray. A central partition allows the
two diﬀerent environments to be separately controlled.
Smaller in height than most similar trolleys, it is easy for
staﬀ to handle.

Unitray - easy for staff to handle

COOKING
Rieber also makes cooking and table-top serving
equipment, giving a diﬀerent dining experience
•

Rieber’s K-Pot is the modern way to display food
and hold it for service. K-Pot is electric,
lightweight and easily portable and does not use
gel heaters.

•

Rieber’s ACS Varithek is a front cooking or
theatre style self-ventilating cooking station that
uses interchangeable modules for diﬀerent forms
of cooking such as wok cooking, griddling, frying
and boiling.

K-Pot - will present hot or cold food in
virtually any location

Rieber’s ACS Varithek - a different
cooking experience

n BGL Rieber is a proud supporter of the
NACC and all care caterers, and the great work
they do.
BGL Rieber - the leading supplier of creative
solutions to care homes in the UK.
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